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021-A
Flame Detector

TECHNICAL MANUAL

Please read and understand this Technical Manual carefully before
installing / operating the device to ensure the proper operation and safety.

General information and intended use
- Since the power supply needs to use a constant voltage, the voltage of the P type receiver circuit and the lamp voltage etc.
cannot be used.
- Please connect it to another DC 24 V power supply or dedicated SMP power board through the rectifier at the receiver
before use.
- If an external electrical shock is applied, the original reset circuit can operate to protect the product, in this case no alarm is
issued.
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- When doing other work from the close range within 1 m from the window of the sensor, the monitoring function may be
hindered by manipulation of the proximity distance, so always be sure to block the monitoring and alarm function or work
after turning off the power of the sensor Please do.
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- The explosion-proof certificate should check the effective use conditions and should not exceed the conditions.

- 1.2 Product Features
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- Absolute users should not open products arbitrarily.

- 1.3 Components of the product
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- Please do not use other parts in addition to the parts our company used for manufacturing.
- When replacing the O-ring, be sure to ask the manufacturer for the O-ring and replace it with the O-ring used by the
manufacturer.
- Please refer to IEC / EN 60079-14 & IEC / EN 60079-17 for product installation, inspection and maintenance.
- Fasteners with property class A2-50 shall be used.
- Cable glands must use Ex db IIC, Ex tb IIIC, IP66 / 67 or higher rating.
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- Prohibition of arbitrary processing of the bonding surface & for details on the flame paths, the manufacturer shall be
contacted.
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Part 1. Overview

Part 2. Specification

1.1 What is a Flame Detector?

2.1 General Specifications

The GD2G fixed gas detector is produced for detection of flammable and toxic gases. It is designed to be used in potentially
explosive areas and is certified according to ATEX regulations. It may also be used in other areas not classified as potentially
explosive.
The detector has a catalytic, electrochemical or infrared gas sensor and provides industry standard three wire 4~20 mA
analogue output signal that could be connected to a control unit or PLC system. It can be used to detect gas in refineries,
chemical plants, LPG, LNG and CNG stations, painting plants and other places where hazardous gases or vapors exist. Device
also consists 2 relay outputs to control external units such as alarms, valves etc.
Device is formed of flameproof enclosure and sensor head. Enclosure consists of the main body, circuit board and cover,
O-type circle, upper cover, cable input holes and sensor head input hole. Sensor head consists of the gas sensor; protection
cover with sintered metal.

1.2 Product Features
A. Accurate fire detection function
Infrared energy and ultraviolet energy emitted by the resonance of CO2 and CO at the time of fire occurrence are
accurately detected even at long distances and the data value of that energy is analyzed accurately into the flame
recognition algorithm built in the flame detector By raising an alarm, we improved confidential treasure to innovation
and improved accuracy and reliability.
B. Ultracompact, Ultra lightweight
By adopting the latest digital sensor with built-in digital conversion circuit optimized for IR Sensor, PCB size is
minimized, ultracompact, super lightweight realized by applying latest SMT technology.
C. Output
Contact output, RS-485 output (Option)
D. Economical
Low price, excellent performance

1.3 Components of the product
1) IRT-021-A
2) Flame detector
3) Cable gland& 6P Cable Bracket
4) User Guide

2.2 Mechanical Specification

A. Detector type
-infrared 3 wave length
- Model: IRT-021-A
DC24V, Normal type, Reusable type, Indoor and Outdoor
type, Water proof type,
Angle of view 90˚ Detection distance: 30m or 50m
B. Infrared detection wavelength band:
3.9 ~ 4.85 ㎛
C. False alarm immunity
(KFI type approval test conditions)
- Arc welding: Immune more than 3m
- Sunlight: KFI type approval test conditions
- Halogen lamp: KFI type approval test conditions
- Fluore scent lamp: KFI type approval test conditions
- Colored lamp: KFI type approval test conditions
D. Response time: 2 Sec - 30 Sec
E. Detection area: 90˚ Cone-shaped space monitoring

A. Case material: SUS-316(Stainless)
B. Case color; Silver
C. Size and Weight: Diameter
50mm (Cable gland exclude)
630g (Includes Cable gland)

2.3 Electrical Specification
A. Operation Voltage & Current: DC 24V ± 20% (19.2V
~ 28.8V DC), 50mA
B. Power consumption: : At standby, fire detection
less than 1.5W
C. Contact Output : ON/OFF Relay Contact Output
D. RS-485
E. LED Color : 4~20 mA (Option)
① First power on: Red LED blinks 5 times → green
LED blinks 5 times → Start surveillance (green LED ON)
② When the detector normal operation: green LED ON
③ When the detector detects fire: The green LED OFF
and the red LED blinks continue.

2.4 Environmental Specifications
A. Operating temperature: -20°C~+50°C Operating humidity :0~90% B. Installation Place

2.4
Environmental
2.5 Display
Device
Specifications

① REDLED
② GREEN LED
③ IR SENSOR G1
④ IR SENSOR G20
⑤ IR SENSOR G3

2.6 Structure Classification
and Temperature Rating
Explosion Proof Specification
Type

[Ex db IIC T6 Gb IP66/67]
[Ex tb IIC T85 Db IP66/67]

Ambient
-20°C~ +50°C
Temp Range
⑤
①①
③ ④

Maximum
Below 85°C (T6)
Surface Temp
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Chapter3. Product Installation

3.3.1 Horizontal : 90°

3.1 Selecting Installation Position
A. The viewing angle of the detector: Conical 90˚

3.3 Cone of Vision

B. The maximum detection range: 36m or 60m
For n-heptane fire 1ft2(0.1m2)

Picture: The concept of surveillance space (CP: Center Point)
1. Install expected around the fire area.
2. Install minimize blind spots.
3. Install so that there is no space in the surveillance zone based on the surveillance zone bottom.
4. Installation place Avoid direct sunlight as much as possible and with severe electromagnetic interference.
5. The support to be attached to the detector uses a support that can withstand the weight of the sensor.
6. Attach the detector is chosen as an easy place for inspection and maintenance without physical shock and vibration.
7. Installation in consideration of the change in the ambient temperature range.
8. Do not install in locations that are expected icing on the transmission window.
9. Installing using the rated power (SMPS).
10. If you install at a harsh environment, must check and clean it often.
11. Install at far place from welding, halogen lamps, heater etc. to prevent false alarms.

Figure1: Horizontal Field of View

3.3.2Vertical : +45° (down), -45 ° (up)

3.4 Wiring method
(IRT-021-A )
NO Terminal
(Color)
1
24V
2
GND

Contents

Standard

Remark

DC + 24V DC24V ± 20%
DC
0V
Power

Terminal Configuration

3.2 Detector Installation

A: Firmly attach detector on the upper end of the wall.

B: Position the sensor in the monitoring direction
and secure the screw securely.
Figure 2: Vertical Field of View
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4 Shild Cable

Install the transmission window of the detector facing down 45˚ to prevent accumulating of dirt or dust on it.

R1

R2

R3

R4

yellow

blue

red

black

Contact Output

Power
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Notes

Chapter 4. Maintenance
4.1 General maintenance
Periodic operation confirmation and contaminants on the window surface must be removed for smooth operation after
installing the flame detector.
A. Handling of window
The transmission window of the sensor is fragile and when these substances adhere, the sensitivity decreases and you must
be careful in cleaning and maintenance. Wipe with an airbrush or an hydrous ethyl alcohol (99.9%) to be sure that
fingerprints and other foreign matter do not adhere.
B. Sensor life
The sensor attached to the flame detector is a digital infrared sensor.
The lifetime of the sensor is inversely proportional to the number of detections.
If there are many tests and fire detection, the life of the sensor may be shortened due to the decrease of insulation material
inside the sensor.
C. Check sensitivity
To ensure that the flame detection capability of the flame detector is maint ained, periodic inspections must be performed
to ensure that permeable wi ndow dust and the like are not contaminated.
D. Cleaning the window
Transparent window When cleaning, wipe clean with anhydrous ethyl alcoh ol (99.9%) such as clean and soft cloth and
cotton, without touching it with hands.
E. Flame detector storage method
The flame detector shall be kept in a clean, dry place and the temperature and humidity shall be within the ranges stated in
section 2.4 Environmental

Chapter 5. Troubleshooting
5.1 Cause of Problem and Solution
Problem

Cause

Solution

Green LED lightingproblem

Wiring short-circuitoutside the
flame detectoror wiring problem

Checkthepower connection status

Power connections witch off
Whena firesignalis output
evenwhenno fireoccurs

Please check after switching on

Some surrounding radiate energy similar to
Removefactorsthatradiate similar energy
the detection wave length of the flame detector around it or change the position and
direction of the flame detector.

Communication is not done
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Consultation request with
our technicalteam
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